
AJC Corporate Training on Antisemitism
Antisemitism in America is rising and, in recent years, becoming more 

violent. Recent attacks on Jews took place in Pittsburgh, PA (2018), Poway, 

CA (2019), Jersey City, NJ (2019), Monsey, NY (2019), and Colleyville, 

TX (2022). In January 2022 alone, neo-Nazis gathered publicly, Jewish 

businesses and synagogue were defaced, hundreds of anti-Jewish flyers 

were left on driveways and in mailboxes, Jewish children were spat on, 

and the Holocaust was trivialized and distorted by prominent politicians 

and other civic leaders. New York City recorded an almost 300% spike in 

antisemitic hate crimes in January 2022, compared to January 2021.

American leadership–from the government to the private sector–has a 

critical role to play in fighting all forms of hatred, including anti-Jewish 

hate. That fight begins with understanding the problem as well as the rich 

diversity of the Jewish community, and empowering people to speak out. 

Education and training can foster greater sensitivity to concerns of Jewish 

employees and, more broadly, ensure that antisemitism is less likely to 

occur in the workplace.

Why should 
your company 
consider a 
training on 
antisemitism?

Why AJC?

American Jewish Committee (AJC), the leading global Jewish advocacy 

organization, has worked with civil society and government leaders for over 

115 years to combat antisemitism and other forms of hatred. With anti-

Jewish hate on the rise in the U.S. and around the world, AJC has created 

resources to help corporations and their employees recognize antisemitism, 

including when anti-Israel actions become antisemitic; raise awareness; and 

address it using a variety of different tools. AJC also facilitates trainings 

on antisemitism for elected officials, law enforcement, tech platforms, 

corporations, sports teams, law firms, investment management firms, 

hospitals, higher education institutions, and non-profits. 

AJC’s antisemitism trainings are developed with the requesting 

organization’s mission and culture in mind. Some trainings last one hour and 

are mostly instructive; others include interactive components and can run 

as long as three hours. We tailor our programs to best fit the needs of the 

audience. Each training begins with background information on defining 

antisemitism as well as Jewish demographic trends in the U.S., using data 

from AJC’s 2021 State of Antisemitism in America report. Through AJC’s 

Translate Hate glossary, we then address modern examples of antisemitism 

that stem from ancient and medieval antisemitic tropes. Every training ends 

with recommended action items to counter anti-Jewish bias both in the 

workplace and in society as a whole. 

https://www.ajc.org/sites/default/files/pdf/2021-10/A%20Guide%20to%20Recognizing%20When%20Anti-Israel%20Actions%20Become%20Antisemitic.pdf
https://www.ajc.org/AntisemitismReport2021
https://www.ajc.org/translatehateglossary
https://www.ajc.org/translatehateglossary


ANTISEMITISM

•  Roots and causes of antisemitism

•  How antisemitism manifests today, including in the workplace

•  State of antisemitism in America and around the world

•  Tools to combat antisemitism

JEWS AND JUDAISM

•  Who are the Jews?

•  Judaism and Jewish life around the globe today

•  What Israel means to Jews

GEOPOLITICS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

•  The line between criticism of Israel and antisemitism

•  How events in the Middle East can affect the workplace  
and what to do about it

AJC Topics 
of Expertise
AJC will customize each 

training to include topics most 

relevant to each audience.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) 

In January 2021, AJC trained the FBI on how to recognize antisemitism, and 

offered recommendations and tools to counter antisemitism.

UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS (USCM) 

In July 2021, USCM asked AJC to train mayors about combating antisemitism 

in local communities. 50 American Mayors and 80 mayoral staff participated. 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECRETARIES OF STATE (NASS) 

In August 2021, AJC hosted a training on misinformation and disinformation 

through the lens of antisemitism for NASS members.

CLUBHOUSE 

In August 2021, AJC led a training on antisemitism for full-time trust and 

safety employees, team leads, and the extended global team who moderates 

content around the world for Clubhouse, an audio-based social media app. 

CORNERSTONE ONDEMAND 

In September 2021, AJC trained 175 employees of Cornerstone OnDemand, a 

3,000-person company that creates HR-focused software reaching over 75+ 

million people in over 180 countries and in 50 languages. 

NEUBERGER BERMAN 

In November 2021, AJC trained over 100 employees in the New York office of 

Neuberger Berman, a global asset management firm with offices throughout 

the United States, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.

Recent 
Trainings

Contributing 
to AJC

While AJC is pleased to provide the services listed above at no cost, our 

work is sustained through philanthropic giving. Organizations that we 

work with typically make voluntary contributions to AJC as a token of their 

appreciation. We are happy to discuss an appropriate amount. Gifts can be 

made via our website at AJC.org/donate.

For more information, please contact antisemitism@ajc.org.

https://www.ajc.org/news/ajc-fbi-meet-to-discuss-efforts-to-combat-antisemitism-in-the-us
https://www.ajc.org/news/us-conference-of-mayors-joins-ajc-antisemitism-training
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/american-jewish-committee-hosts-training-with-national-association-of-secretaries-of-state-301362979.html
https://global.ajc.org/secure/donate

